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Defect migration in crystalline silicon

Lindsey J. Munro and David J. Wales
University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, United Kingdom

~Received 1 October 1998!

A number of vacancy and interstitial defect migration mechanisms are characterized for crystalline silicon
using supercells containing 64 and 216 atoms and a tight-binding approach. We investigate various defect
configurations corresponding to minima and the pathways that connect them. A modified eigenvector-
following approach is used to locate true transition states. We exploit the fact that only one Hessian eigenvec-
tor is needed to define the uphill search direction and use conjugate gradient minimization in the tangent space
to produce a hybrid algorithm. Two implementations of this approach are considered, the first where second
derivatives are available but full diagonalization of the Hessian would be the most time-consuming step, and
the second where only first derivatives of the energy are known.@S0163-1829~99!02906-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments on silicon indicate that point defects m
enhance dopant diffusion rates and thus affect the ove
performance of silicon-based semiconductor devices. For
ample, it is known that supersaturation of point defects m
occur during ion implantation of dopants into silicon.1 After
annealing the system at high temperature, the dopant d
sion rate is anomalously high. This is a transient effe
which depends on the intrinsic carrier concentration at
annealing temperature.2 It can alter the junction depth in
semiconductor devices and thus potentially degrade t
performance. Electron paramagnetic resonance experim
have been interpreted in terms of mobile interstitial atoms3,4

An ab initio investigation into the latter process suggests t
silicon interstitials can have more than one charge state
that different migration barriers, and possibly different min
mum energy positions, exist.5

There is, however, still a degree of controversy over
relative contributions of vacancies and interstitial atoms
self-diffusion and dopant diffusion.1 Theory has made mor
significant progress in resolving this issue than experime
both throughab initio calculations, such as those based
the local-density approximation~LDA !,6–8 or more empirical
descriptions of the energy.9–11 However, fundamental prop
erties such as defect migration pathways and diffusivities
still not well established.

Ab initio calculations are able to model defects more
curately than empirical potentials, but are limited by the h
computational demands. Clark and Ackland found that
fect formation energies calculated with a 64-atom cell w
within 0.02 eV of the values for a 216 cell.8 However, ex-
tensive tests have not been completed withab initio methods
to check whether a 64-atom cell is large enough to ens
convergence of defect formation and migration energ
Clark and Ackland allowed for full relaxation without sym
metry constraints. In some previous studies only first- a
second-nearest-neighbors were allowed to relax or the s
metry around a defect was fixed.6,10 These restrictions both
limit the validity of such studies and can affect the electri
characteristics of the defect.12

Empirical potentials are far less computationally dema
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ing and calculations have been carried out on an 800-a
periodic cell with full relaxation of all atoms.13 The useful-
ness of results obtained using such potentials depend
whether it is sufficient to describe the overall structure of
crystal lattice well but represent the local atomic bondi
less accurately. Since no single empirical potential is clea
superior to all the others, many studies have used
Stillinger-Weber~SW! form since its successes and failur
are well documented. The SW potential gives a good pre
tion of the melting temperature of silicon compared w
experiment,14 but a poorer description of the structure
liquid silicon compared with that found using a tight-bindin
~TB! potential.15 An empirical potential has been develope
recently that gives a better description of the local coordi
tion and improved transferability over the SW potential.16 It
has been used to study tetrahedral, hexagonal, and vac
defects having been fitted to the unrelaxed ideal configu
tions. This new potential seems to be particularly succes
in describing disordered structures and long-range defe
such as dislocations.

The TB approximation represents a compromise betw
the ab initio and empirical approaches since it explicitly in
cludes the quantum-mechanical nature of the chemical b
but is also far less computationally demanding thanab initio
calculations, typically by two to three orders of magnitud
Conversely, tight-binding theory isslower, by the same order
of magnitude, than empirical methods with analytic pote
tials, but the angular nature of the bonding is correctly d
scribed far from equilibrium structures.

The structure and bonding of a system containing defe
may be rather different from a regular lattice, which cou
invalidate empirical results. Indeed it may cause proble
for the TB parametrization scheme. However, the compu
tional efficiency of TB potentials allows us to use a period
cell containing 216 atoms, which should be large enough
ensure that the results are converged even if we res
k-point sampling to theG point ~k50!. It has been argued
that the practice ofG-point sampling in a simulation cel
containing only 64 atoms does not converge the forces on
atoms sufficiently to give reliable defect structures.8 In fact,
G-point sampling for an eight- or nine-atom cell gives
negative formation energy.8 However, a previous calculation
3969 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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of defect formation energies17 using the Goodwin-Skinner
Pettifor TB potential showed little difference between 51
and 216-atom cells. This finding is consistent with anot
study in which four different cells were used including 6
144, 192, and 216 atoms.18 In addition, Puskaet al. have
recently provided a systematic convergence study of the
con vacancy that suggests thatG-point sampling for a 216-
atom cell should be reasonably accurate.19 We therefore did
not conduct any further tests with differentk-sampling
schemes in the present work.

To locate transition states we have used a modi
eigenvector-following~EF! approach.20–26In this method we
avoid some of the computational overhead involved in c
culating second derivatives of the energy and diagonaliz
the Hessian matrix. We have exploited the fact that only o
Hessian eigenvector and eigenvalue are needed to walk
hill. An alternative fast minimization scheme such as con
gate gradient may be used in all the other directions.
have developed a hybrid eigenvector-following/conjug
gradient~EF/CG! algorithm that calculates this eigenvect
and thus eliminates the need to diagonalize the Hessia
second hybrid scheme~CG/CG! employs the same optimiza
tion procedure but does not require second derivatives
instead uses a variational theory to calculate the sma
eigenvalue and eigenvector.

In the present contribution we examine the relative p
formance of the hybrid optimization techniques by study
potential energy surfaces described by empirical potent
We then apply the CG/CG technique to investigate se
different types of defects in crystalline silicon, using a no
orthogonal TB potential proposed by Menon a
Subbaswamy.27 We consider two different periodic cells, th
first containing 64 atoms and the second 216, and use
minimum image convention to ensure that each atom in
acts with the closest image of each of its neighbors.
atoms were allowed to relax. We have calculated the clo
potential energy minima to certain idealized starting confi
rations along with the corresponding defect formation en
gies. Searches for transition states and the correspon
pathways were then started both from these minima and f
the idealized defect configurations.

II. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

A. Eigenvector following „EF…

Details of our previous implementation of th
eigenvector-following approach have been given before.28,29

Briefly, the method is based upon a local quadratic appro
mation to the potential energy surface~PES!, and therefore
involves first and second derivatives of the energy. An
propriate choice of Lagrange multipliers enables one to s
tematically maximize the energy in one direction while
multaneously minimizing in all other directions. Tru
transition states, with a single negative Hessian eigenvalu30

can be found in this way, and minima can be located
minimizing in all directions.

B. The eigenvector-following/conjugate gradient approach

For simple empirical potentials, analytical second deri
tives of the potential are often computationally inexpens
-
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and the rate-determining step in calculations using
eigenvector-following technique is diagonalizing the Hess
matrix. However, it is possible to use an iterative method31 to
find the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix, such as
Hessian. By a standard shifting technique we can then
the smallest eigenvalue and associated eigenvector,
avoiding diagonalization. In the present subsection we the
fore consider the case where a second derivative matrix
Hessian, is available, but full diagonalization is undesirab

We know that the eigenvectorsei of a symmetric matrix
can be chosen to be mutually orthogonal with eigenvaluel i
satisfying the equation

Hei5l iei . ~1!

Therefore, we can express an arbitrary vectory as a linear
combination of theei :

y5(
i

aiei , ~2!

whereai are the scalar coefficients. For an arbitrary vectoy
we therefore obtain

yn5Hny5l1
nFa1e11S l2

l1
D n

a2e21S l3

l1
D n

a3e31••• G .
~3!

In the limit of largen, the term which dominates is

yn5l1
na1e1 , ~4!

wherel1 is the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude. R
peated premultiplication of an arbitrary vector by the He
sian will generally cause that vector to become the eigenv
tor associated with the largest Hessian eigenvalue,
absolute terms. Normalizing the length ofyn to unity at each
iteration prevents it from growing too large.

The convergence of the above algorithm may be spee
up by using a shifting technique.31 The eigenvalues of any
matrix may all be shifted by the same arbitrary value,s,
without changing the eigenvectors:

Hei5l iei5~l i2s!ei1sei . ~5!

Equation ~5! is simply a rearrangement of the eigenval
equation

~H2sI !ei5~l i2s!ei . ~6!

Therefore, it is possible to shift the eigenvalues of the H
sian matrix at any time to reduce the fractionslk /l1 further
towards zero and thus improve convergence.

If the largest eigenvalue is positive, the shifting meth
may then be utilized to find the smallest eigenvaluelmin by
shifting all the eigenvalues down byl1 . At this point, the
largest negative eigenvalue has the largest absolute value
we may iterate the shifted matrix as before to find it.

In the eigenvector-following/conjugate-gradient~EF/CG!
hybrid approach, we use iteration and shifting to find t
value of the smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding
genvector that we intend to follow uphill. We then utilize o
previous eigenvector-following formulation to calculate t
size of the uphill step:28,29
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h5
2F

ulminu~11A114F2/lmin
2 !

, ~7!

whereF is the component of the gradient along the eige
vector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalueemin . A
maximum step size, typically of 0.1 Å, was imposed for th
EF step. The Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient~CG!
method32 was used to minimize the energy in the tange
space. Here we simply apply the projectorP̂x5x2(x
•êmin)êmin to all gradients throughout the CG optimizatio
The unit vectorêmin is then updated and the sequence
steps is repeated until various convergence criteria are s
fied. It is only important to fully converge the CG minim
zation near to the desired transition state, and so a maxim
of around ten CG steps was allowed. After the first cycle
eigenvectors found in the previous step can be used as i
to the iterative procedure, which speeds up the process
siderably. Unit vectors with randomly chosen compone
were used to initiate the algorithm. For each transition s
the converged eigenvector corresponding to the unique n
tive eigenvalue was saved for use in subsequent path
calculations. The convergence criteria employed for the
calculations werelmin,0, h,0.000 01 Å and total root-
mean-square gradient,0.000 01 eV/Å .

Implementation of the above algorithm is complicated
the presence of zero or near-zero Hessian eigenvalue
supercell calculations three Hessian eigenvalues vanis
any point because of translational symmetry. For a molec
in field-free space there are six zero eigenvalues at any
tionary point, corresponding to overall translation and ro
tion. At a nonstationary point the rotational modes cou
with vibrations to produce, typically, three normal mod
corresponding to numerically small Hessian eigenvalues
full EF calculations we project out these degrees of freed
following Baker and Hehre.33 A projection matrixP is con-
structed as described by Page and McIver34 and applied to
both the Hessian and the gradient. The projection of the H
sian to givePHP would scale just as unfavorably with sy
tem size as the full diagonalization that we seek to avoid.
the same reason we do not consider any nonlinear coord
transformations in the present work. However, in the ite
tive refinement of eigenvectors we can simply apply
three matrices to a given vector one after the other: ther
no need to calculate the matrix product itself.

C. The conjugate-gradient/conjugate-gradient approach

The second hybrid scheme we have developed~CG/CG!
uses a variational theory to find the smallest eigenvalue
corresponding eigenvector, without calculating the Hess
matrix at all. It is related to the technique proposed by Vo
for accelerating molecular dynamics simulations of ra
events in solids.35

Consider taking a step in an arbitrary directiony. We can
define an ‘‘expectation value’’ fory as

l~y!5
ytHy

y2
, ~8!
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where superscriptt denotes the transpose. If we definey in
terms of the unknown Hessian eigenvectorsei as in Eq.~2!,
y5( iaiei , and recall that the eigenvalues of these mutua
orthogonal eigenvectors arel i , then we find a lower bound
for l(y):

l~y!5

(
i

ai
2~l i2lmin!

(
j

aj
2

1lmin>lmin . ~9!

By differentiating this expression with respect toaa , we
obtain

]l

]aa
5

2aa

(
j

aj
2S la2

(
i

ai
2l i

(
j

aj
2 D . ~10!

Setting this derivative equal to zero, we find that a possi
solution isaa50, for all aÞmin, with amin determined by
normalization. Therefore, if we minimize the value ofl(y)
with respect toy it becomes the smallest eigenvalue ofH
while y becomes the corresponding eigenvector.

We use the numerical second derivative of the energy
an approximation tol(y), with E(x0) the energy at pointx0
in nuclear configuration space andj!1:

l~y!'
E~x01jy!1E~x02jy!22E~x0!

~jy!2 , ~11!

and use conjugate gradient minimization to find the requi
minimum. If we keepuyu51, then differentiating Eq.~11!
gives

]l

]y
5

“E~x01jy!2“E~x02jy!

j
. ~12!

Once the smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding ei
vector are known we can proceed to find transition sta
using eigenvector following for the uphill step an
conjugate-gradient minimization in the tangent space, as
the EF/CG method above.

To prevent contamination of the desired eigenvector
modes corresponding to overall translation or rotation
simple projection scheme was applied both to the vectoy
and the derivative]l/]y. Unit vectors corresponding to in
finitesimal translational and rotational displacements are e
ily calculated.34 All components ofy and ]l/]y in these
directions were then removed by orthogonalization.

D. Pathways

We have successfully located transition states from b
minima and idealized defect configurations using the ab
methods. Hence the new hybrid formulations preserve
highly desirable feature of eigenvector following that a go
guess of the transition state geometry is not needed. Ha
found a transition state, we calculate the corresponding p
way by adding~or subtracting! a small fraction of the eigen
vector corresponding to the unique negative Hessian eig
value to the transition-state coordinates. Searches for min
can then be initiated from the resulting geometries eit
using eigenvector-following minimization or conjugat
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gradient methods, among others. These paths are expec
be close to steepest-descent paths, although they are
strictly the same.36

III. POTENTIALS EMPLOYED IN OPTIMIZATION TESTS

The simplest system we have considered is a supe
containing 257 atoms modeled by the Lennard-Jones~LJ!
potential with periodic boundary conditions. We have us
the minimum image convention37 without a cutoff to avoid
discontinuities in the energy. Hence each atom is allowe
interact with the minimum image of all the other atoms in t
supercell. This procedure does not give a uniform descrip
of the more distant interactions. However, it enabled us
overcome some technical difficulties with the geometry o
timizations, and our convergence tests indicate that it d
not lead to any major artifacts. The system we have stud
is a face-centered-cubic~fcc! lattice with an interstitial atom
inserted in it. The LJ potential energy is given by

ELJ54e(
i , j

F S s

r i j
D 12

2S s

r i j
D 6G , ~13!

wheree is the pair well depth, 21/6s is the pair equilibrium
separation, andr i j is the distance between atomsi andj. The
main advantage of this potential is its computational simp
ity.

The next calculations were started from a 309-at
Mackay icosahedron38 bound by a Morse~M! potential.39

The Morse potential may be written as

EM5e(
i , j

er0~12r i j /r e!~er0~12r i j /r e!22!, ~14!

wheree is the pair well depth, as before, andr e is the pair
equilibrium separation. In this study we have setr056,
where the Morse and LJ potentials have the same curva
at the bottom of the well.

Sutton and Chen~SC! based their model for fcc metals40

on the Finnis-Sinclair potentials for body-centred-cub
metals,41 which include a many-body term:

ESC5e(
i

F1

2 (
j Þ i

S a

r i j
D n

2cAr i G , ~15!

where

r i5(
j Þ i

S a

r i j
D m

, ~16!

c is a dimensionless parameter anda is the lattice constant.e
is a parameter with dimensions of energy and is fitted to
experimental cohesive energy for each metal.m and n are
positive integers withn.m andm.6.40 We use the param
eters given by Sutton and Chen40 for nickel: e50.015707
eV, c539.432,n59, andm56 and studied a 500-atom fc
cell with an extra atom inserted in the lattice and perio
boundary conditions. As for the LJ potential, we have e
ployed the minimum image convention with no cutoff.

The effects of angular forces are intrinsically includ
when the Hamiltonian is given in a parametrized form us
a tight-binding method. We have used the transferable tig
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binding scheme (M&S97), proposed by Menon and
Subbaswamy27 for silicon in both these preliminary tests o
our hybrid methods and in the more comprehensive stud
silicon defects that follows. This scheme incorporates
nonorthogonality between the atomic orbitals in its para
etrization. It is therefore more suitable for describing syste
where the bonding is not necessarily tetrahedral than ea
orthogonal schemes.42,43 To compare the optimization tech
niques we considered an interstitial atom in a cell of 64
oms with periodic boundary conditions, minimum imag
convention, and no cutoff, as above.

IV. PERFORMANCE
OF THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

If we first look at the results of some transition sta
searches using the LJ potential in Table I, we can see th
are a number of factors that can affect the reliability of t
two hybrid techniques. The performance of the iterative
proach~EF/CG! depends on how well the largest eigenvalu
found first, is converged, particularly at the starting config
ration. We found that in order to ensure successful conv
gence to a transition state, the percentage difference betw
successive values of the iterated eigenvalue at converg
had to be either 0.1% or 0.01%. For optimizations on s
tems modeled by the other potentials, the convergence c
rion had to be 0.01%, and for this reason we will only co
sider results found using this value in our subsequ
discussions. The second hybrid method based on variati
theory ~CG/CG! only requires the smallest eigenvalue a
could therefore succeed with a less stringent converge
criterion of 1%.

The searches all converged to the same stationary po
This would not necessarily be true for arbitrary starti
points, but here we have been careful to compare timings
equivalent searches. Both of the hybrid techniques fi
minima using the same conjugate-gradient method, so res
for the CPU time taken to find these stationary points are
same in Table II.

TABLE I. Comparison of CPU time taken~relative values! to
locate a transition state for the LJ257 periodic system. The larges
and smallest eigenvalues~in e/s2) for the starting configuration are
also included. ceig is the convergence parameter for the % cha
in the eigenvalue in question.

Method ceig/%
Largest

eigenvalue
Smallest

eigenvalue Time

EF 12251.2 265.747 20.8
EF/CG 0.001a 12251.1 255.551 1.2
EF/CG 0.01 12250.2 39.110 1.2
EF/CG 0.1 8927.5 22428.419 1.0
CG/CG 0.01 259.378 20.1
CG/CG 0.1 257.813 48.7
CG/CG 1 254.504 3.5

aA tighter convergence criterion is needed to produce a good e
mate of the smallest eigenvalue at the high-energy initial confi
ration used. The runs with ceig50.01 and 0.1 converged to th
same transition state despite relatively poor values forlmin at the
starting point.
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The number of optimization steps taken to locate a tr
sition state for each of the hybrid techniques is simil
Given the same eigenvalue and eigenvector to follow up
at each step they would be identical. The EF/CG approa
which avoids diagonalizing the Hessian, is clearly the m
efficient method for finding transition states in large syste
when analytical second derivatives are relatively inexp
sive. The greatest improvement in speed over the EF
proach is by a factor of 38 for the M309 system, for EF/CG,
and a factor of 30, for CG/CG. The increase in efficiency
less impressive for SC501 and TB65, but perhaps more sig
nificant since the searches take considerably longer.

The SC501 periodic system caused difficulties for all thre
methods. The smallest eigenvalue calculated using
CG/CG method was initially incorrect because of intrins
problems with the numerical derivative caused by ene
discontinuities due to the periodic boundary conditio
However, the CG/CG method did eventually find the sa
transition state as the other methods.

V. DEFECTS IN CRYSTALLINE SILICON

A. Characterizing the reaction pathways

Conjugate-gradient minimization was used to loc
minimum-energy structures from the starting configuratio
We then used EF~with numerical second derivatives! and
the CG/CG hybrid technique to find transition states a
pathways with a periodic cell of 64 atoms. The primary p
pose of the EF calculations, which took considerably lon
~see Table II!, was to verify the results obtained using th
new CG/CG method. These were found to be accurate
thus we only considered the hybrid method in our calcu
tions for the larger periodic cell.

All optimizations were first carried out for the smalle
periodic cell and then the stationary points were reoptimi
by wrapping an extra layer of atoms around the original c
figurations to give a 216-atom cell. The pathways were th

TABLE II. CPU time taken~relative values! in searches for
minima ~Min!, transition states~TS!, and pathways~Path! for the
three optimization methods discussed. The pathways and min
were calculated by conjugate-gradient minimization for bo
EF/CG and CG/CG, and by EF minimization for EF.

Time taken
Number
of steps

System Technique Min TS Path Min TS

LJ257 EF 59.7 46.2 66.0 32 26
EF/CG 2.6 2.6 3.6 125 13
CG/CG 2.6 7.7 3.6 125 21

M309 EF 52.3 47.8 98.5 10 9
EF/CG 1.0 1.3 2.0 62 8
CG/CG 1.0 1.6 2.0 62 8

SC501 EF 146.6 801.7 1708.9 7 38
EF/CG 10.2 162.7 64.1 38 20
CG/CG 10.2 417.7 64.1 38 53

(M&S97)65 EF a 1531.3 1138.2 434.4 128 95
CG/CG 75.7 165.12 141.4 61 11

aWith numerical rather than analytical second derivatives.
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recalculated from the new transition states. Hence we h
checked that the formation and migration energies are w
converged. Searches for minima from the idealized de
configurations in the larger periodic cell were also carr
out as a further check.

The reaction pathways were characterized by calcula
of several other properties. The moment ratio of displa
mentg is44

g5

N(
i

@Qi~s!2Qi~ t !#4

H(
i

@Qi~s!2Qi~ t !#2J 2 , ~17!

whereQi(s) is the position vector of atomi in minimum s,
etc. andg is dimensionless. If only a single atom moves th
g5N and the rearrangement is strongly localized. Altern
tively, if all of the atoms move through the same distan
then g51 and the process is completely cooperative, i
delocalized. The distance between minima in nuclear c
figuration space is

D5A(
i

@Qi~s!2Qi~ t !#2. ~18!

The calculation of defect formation energies in the bu
structures employs the diamond structure for 64 or 216 p
ticles as a reference. We rescale the energy of the de
structure so that both systems contain 64 or 216 atoms.
N8 be the number of particles in the defect structure andEN8
the corresponding energy. Then the formation energy (Ef)
for the larger supercell was estimated as

Ef'
216

N8
EN82E216. ~19!

B. Starting configurations

Five idealized self-interstitial configurations were cons
ered as starting points for diamond cubic silicon. The bo
centered interstitial is created by breaking one of the S
bonds and placing an additional atom in the center, as sh
by the atom at (a/8,a/8,a/8) bisecting a bond along the@111#
direction in Fig. 1, wherea is the box length of a unit cel
~5.427 Å!. In the dumbell, or̂ 100&-split interstitial, one Si
atom of the perfect crystal located at (a/2,a/2,0) is replaced
by two Si atoms at (@1/26A3/8#a,0,0). In the^110&-split
interstitial the two replacement atoms are at (@1/2
60.169#a,@1/260.169#a,0) instead of the origin.45

Tetrahedral-site and hexagonal-site interstitials are locate
(a/2,a/2,a/2) and (3a/8,3a/8,5a/8), respectively. These po
sitions are low charge-density regions in the Si crystal.13 The
position of each of the interstitial atoms within a conve
tional unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 1. We also considered
sixth interstitial site where the atom was placed on a mir
plane, at (3a/8,23a/8,23a/8), so that the structure hasCs
symmetry, and finally, a single vacancy structure. We did
search for defects containing three-membered rings8,51 in this
study.

a
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FIG. 1. Position of the six different interstitial configurations considered in the present work. Atoms marked by a cross are pa
perfect diamond lattice, while those represented by a filled circle are interstitial atoms. Vacancies are indicated by unfilled circles
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C. Problems with the conjugate-gradient optimizations

The conjugate-gradient optimizations proved to be v
sensitive to any discontinuities in the energy. Small disc
tinuities arise if the minimum image of one atom with r
spect to any other shifts during the optimization. To circu
vent such problems the minimum images for all pairs
atoms were not allowed to jump during conjugate gradi
optimizations. A small shift in the energy may then occur
the start of the next cycle, when all the minimum images
updated. Despite this procedure a few runs still failed
converge, and we found that altering the step or pushoff
~from a transition state! did not usually help in these case
Sometimes, both sides of a pathway led to exactly the s
minimum for the 64-atom cell, but such results were artifa
of the fixed image scheme. We were only able to reso
these particularly difficult cases by moving to a larger sup
cell.

VI. RESULTS

A. Defect formation energies

Four interstitial minima were found from our six startin
configurations, as shown in Table III. The results are qu
y
-

-
f
t
t
e
o
e

e
s
e
r-

i-

tatively the same for the 64- and 216-atom periodic ce
The percentage difference between formation energie
small and shows a slight increase as a result of includ
interactions with more distant atoms for the larger cell si

TABLE III. Minimum-energy configurations found from ideal
ized starting arrangements and the formation energies~in eV! of
these minima from optimizations carried out for a periodic c
containing 216 atoms,Ef(216). The % difference between thes
energies and those found with the smaller cell size containing
atoms is given asDE. The Hessian index of the stationary poi
that lies closest to the initial idealized configuration is also give

Starting Nearest DE Index of nearest
configuration minimum Ef(216) ~%! stationary point

Bond ^110& 5.546 1.70 2
Dumbell ^110& 5.546 1.70 2
Hexagonal ^110& 5.546 1.70 2
Cs Extended 8.103 0.72 4
Tetrahedral Tetrahedral 8.096 0.75 2
^110& ^110&8 5.618 2.11 1
Vacancy Vacancy 3.902 24.22 0
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This result is consistent with a previous study that also u
a TB potential.18 Formation of a vacancy is the most ene
getically favorable process. The vacancy lies at the cente
a Jahn-Teller distorted (D2d) tetrahedron of atoms, which
are drawn in towards it by around 0.5 Å. Increasing the s
of the periodic cell actually decreases the formation ene
because the atoms around the defect are displaced by u
0.05 Å less when interactions with more distant atoms
taken into account. The energies and distances quoted in
text are all from calculations with the larger periodic cell si
unless stated otherwise.

The bond, dumbell, and hexagonal interstitial arran
ments all collapsed to â110&-split interstitial, with atoms
separated by 2.25 Å, which differs by only 0.002 Å from t
result found at the smaller cell size. This^110&-split intersti-
tial was the lowest-energy interstitial structure that we fou
However, the minimization started from the idealized gu
for the ^110&-split interstitial found a slightly higher energ
form of this defect (̂110&8), with a somewhat greater sep
ration of 2.41 Å. The separation is 0.02 Å smaller than
the 64-atom periodic cell. The outward displacement
neighboring atoms by 0.1–0.2 Å in these^110&-split intersti-
tial arrangements extends as far as 4 Å along the axis of the
split interstitial and 2 Å to either side. This effect is slightly
more pronounced in the higher-energy configuration.

Both the tetrahedral interstitial and theCs starting con-
figurations led to minima in which the interstitial atoms we
in unfavorable positions. There is a slight amount of outw
relaxation around the tetrahedral interstitial leading to aD2d
Jahn-Teller distortion of the tetrahedron surrounding t
atom. The closest saddle point to theCs starting geometry,
which was determined by a modified Newton-Raphson o
mization from the original geometry, was actually an ind
four saddle point~i.e., with four negative Hessian eigenva
ues!. Here we used numerical second derivatives for
smaller supercell and steps of the form

hi5
22Fi

l i~11A114Fi
2/l i

2!
, ~20!

for eigendirectioni. A trust radius scheme was employed f
the maximum step sizes, as described elsewhere.29 Near con-
vergencehi→2Fi /l i1(Fi /l i)

3 and so the conventiona
Newton-Raphson step is recovered that can produce con
gence to a stationary point of any Hessian index.46,47

As we can see from Fig. 2, the minimum energy struct
found from theCs starting configuration is an extended i
terstitial arrangement that has been formed by displacin
next-nearest neighbor into a similar site in an adjacent he
gon, with a separation of 5.43 Å. We reserve the term ‘‘e
tended interstitial’’ for fully relaxed configurations with in
terstitial atoms separated by more than one nearest-neig
distance.

The closest stationary points to the bond, dumbell, a
hexagonal configurations, calculated using the modifi
Newton-Raphson scheme, all had Hessian index two.
bond-centered interstitial was also found to have index
in a previous search to characterize the potential energy
face using the SW potential.11 The latter study reported tha
the hexagonal interstitial lay closest to an index three sad
point. In our calculations thê110&-split interstitial actually
s
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lies closest to a transition state configuration, which is a
identified in the explicit search for a transition state in t
next section. It is important to note that a considera
amount of relaxation has taken place in reaching these hig
index stationary points, particularly from the bond,Cs , and
^110& starting geometries. Therefore we cannot expect th
higher index stationary points to give us any idea about
true migration pathways.

We found that searches for minima started from the or
nal starting configurations with the larger periodic cell ga
the same results as for reoptimization of the results from
smaller cell, except for the dumbell^100&-split interstitial
and the hexagonal interstitial arrangements. In both ca
we found a new split interstitial oriented in a^10 3 3& direc-
tion, which we shall refer to as anA-type split interstitial.
This defect has a formation energy of 6.106 eV.

Results from previous calculations with a range of pote
tials do not give a consistent picture, as shown in Table
even when comparing onlyab initio methods or only empiri-
cal potentials. The values predicted for the defect format
energies highlight the importance of ensuring that the p
odic cell is not too small. The lowest-energy structure p
dicted by the study of Zhuet al.48 (ZDY96) is a ^110&-split
interstitial for a 64-atom periodic cell. However, calculatio
on a smaller cell containing only 32 atoms in the same stu
found that the hexagonal defect lay lower in energy. Cla
and Ackland8 (ClarkA97) also used a 64-atom periodic ce
Both of these studies using the larger cell size predict form
tion energies that are two to three times those found
Chadi45 using a 32-atom cell. The table also shows the la
of any systematic studies for previous TB andab initio ap-
proaches. The empirical study by Nastaret al. is more
comprehensive.11

Although there are no quantitatively accurate results
compare with, some trends do appear from these prev
calculations. Thê110&-split interstitial is generally found to
be the lowest-energy interstitial configuration. In the stu
by Nastar et al.11 using the empirical SW potential, th
^110&-split interstitial becomes lower in energy than the e
tended interstitial configuration when the volume is e
panded by 2%. These complex defects tend to be low
energy, as shown by the defect formation energy of the c

FIG. 2. Extended interstitial minimum found from an interstiti
placed in aCs site.
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TABLE IV. Defect formation energies~in eV! with other potentials: Nastar96 ~Ref. 11!, LKK 97 @Lenosky
et al. ~Ref. 18!#, TCZD97 @Tanget al. ~Ref. 53!#, Chadi92 ~Ref. 45!, ZDY96 Zhu et al. ~Ref. 48!, @ClarkA97

~Ref. 8!# and from the current work using the M&S97 potential.

SW TB Ab initio
Defect Nastar96 LKK 97 TCZD97 Chadi92 ZDY96 ClarkA97 M&S97

Bond a 1.2 b

Extended 3.91c 2.29d 8.10
Hexagonal e 4.03 4.93 1.0 3.3 2.45 b

Tetrahedral 5.28 3.75 4.39 8.10
^100& 5.59 1.8 b

^110& 4.68 3.80 0.9 3.2 2.16 5.55
Vacancy 3.68 3.97 4.1f 3.90

aIndex two saddle point.
bCollapses tô 110& minimum.
c^110&-split interstitial is lower in energy when the cell volume is expanded by 2%.
dThis is a ‘‘cage’’ arrangement in which the interstitial atom is caged by 10 atoms in asymmetric pos
eIndex three saddle point.
fFrom Ref. 49.
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structure discovered byab initio calculations.8 Indeed the
low energy of thê 110&-split interstitial can be linked to a
spread of the interaction with the defect atoms over a lar
volume, thus reducing the overall formation energy. T
relative formation energies for the other defects vary grea
One of the TB calculations predicts that the vacancy form
tion energy is actually the lowest, in agreement with o
findings, but contrary to those of a recentab initio
calculation.49

We find that the lowest interstitial formation energy
that of the^110&-split interstitial and that several differen
starting configurations all collapse to this arrangement.
also found that the tetrahedral interstitial is energetically
favorable. The extended interstitial arrangement that we h
identified extends over a greater range than either of
other two examples found in the literature and shown
Table IV. The energetics are therefore different.

B. Defect migration pathways

Searches for transition states from the five different de
minima and the seven idealized starting configurations fo
only four different transition states, three with interstitial a
oms and one with a vacancy. These four transition sta
er
e
y.
-
r

e
-

ve
e

n

ct
d

es

were again found after reoptimizing with the larger period
cell containing 216 atoms. We also searched for transit
states from the reoptimized minima with the larger cell si
These calculations are far more time consuming, and
majority of the results were unchanged. However, we
find one additional transition state and pathway linking
previously uncharacterized minimum, namely, a complex
fect involving three interstitial atoms and two vacancies,
an A-type split interstitial minimum. The pathways that lin
minima via these transition states are listed in Table V.50

The pathway linking the lowest-energy^110&-split inter-
stitial to the higher-energy split interstitial structure involv
a small barrier of 0.072 eV. The barrier for the reverse p
cess is very small, indicating that the PES is very flat in t
region. The two other interstitial pathways we have fou
both link the^110&-split interstitial to anA-type split inter-
stitial. Figure 3 illustrates the high-energy pathway that lin
a ^110&-split interstitial to anA-type split interstitial via a
translation. The low-energy pathway converts anA-type split
interstitial to a^110&-split interstitial by a rotation, as show
in Fig. 4. From the migration energies given in Table V w
can see that the barrier to rotation in this latter pathway
extremely small. Therefore, the two pathways could toget
ith the

also
TABLE V. Barrier heights for both the forward and reverse defect migration pathways (DE1 andDE2 in
eV!, calculated for a periodic cell of 216 atoms. The percentage changes from the results found w
smaller periodic cell are given as %1 and %2 . In addition, the moment ratio of displacementg, indicating the
degree of cooperativity, andD, the distance between the minima in nuclear configuration space in Å, are
given. Finally, a brief description of the pathway is included, in which nn indicates nearest neighbor.

Pathway DE1 %1 DE2 %2 g D Description

^110&→^110&8 0.072 30 a 0 26.26 0.92 Stretch
^110&→^10 3 3& 0.961 3 0.399 20 30.47 1.96 Translation
^110&→^10 3 3& 0.596 29 0.034 215 43.86 1.37 Rotation
^10 3 3&→complex 0.610 0.098 40.13 1.71 Rotation
Vacancy→vacancy 0.632 26 0.632 26 12.26 1.56 Degenerate
Vacancy→vacancy 0.723 16 0.723 16 56.92 2.02 nn migration

aDE2 is smaller than our convergence limit.
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FIG. 3. Rearrangement pathway from theA-type split interstitial in â 10 3 3& direction to a^110&-split interstitial via a high-energy
transition state.

FIG. 4. Rearrangement pathway from the^110&-split interstitial to anA-type split interstitial in â 10 3 3& direction via a low-energy
transition state.

FIG. 5. Rearrangement pathway from a complex defect to anA-type split interstitial in â 10 3 3& direction via a high-energy transition
state.
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provide a migration mechanism for^110&-type split intersti-
tials by first translating to anA-type split interstitial in a
^10 3 3& direction and then rotating to a different^110&-split
interstitial.

The A-type split interstitial is also involved in the path
way that was found in the search for a transition state fro
reoptimized ^110&-split interstitial minimum. The mecha
nism, shown in Fig. 5, starts from a high-energy minimu
with a defect formation energy of 6.615 eV, and can be
scribed as a triangle of atoms around a vacancy. The se
vacancy lies below the split interstitial represented by
two black atoms and is adjacent to the first. The white at
moves towards the first vacancy that displaces the other
interstitial atoms towards the second vacancy. They su
quently rotate slightly and orient themselves to give
A-type split interstitial. The barrier for the reverse process
considerably higher than that for either of the paths to c
vert anA-type split interstitial to â 110&-split interstitial and
is therefore unlikely to play a significant role in the diffusio
of defects.

The percentage difference between results given for p
ways with 217 atoms and those obtained using a sma
periodic cell show that there are significant interactions
tween more distant atoms. However, the results are qua
tively unchanged. In the pathway in which the motion
primarily a translation, both atoms move through the latt
and both can interact with an increased number of atom
surrounding shells. Therefore, the migration energy rises
to the increased number of atoms affected by the defect.
converse is true for the rotational motion, in which basica
only one atom moves, decreasing the overall amount of
ruption and leading to a decrease in migration energies a
larger cell size. This is reflected by the cooperativity indic
for each of these pathways: the translation motion invol
the displacement of more atoms, indicating a more delo
ized pathway and thusg lies closer to unity than it does in
the case of the rotation mechanism.

The pathway we found involving a vacancy from our in
tial set of optimizations is not a migration process, but rat
a degenerate rearrangement52 in which the tetrahedron of at
oms around the vacancy rotates to an equivalent config
tion. The vacancy does not move. The significant increas
the energy for this rotation calculated at the larger size is
to the slight displacement of a large proportion of the ato
in the periodic cell, as indicated by the low cooperativ
index g in Table V. We did succeed in locating a transitio
state for vacancy migration from a starting point close to
idealized geometry of this stationary point. In this proce
the vacancy migrates to a nearest-neighbor position.
larger value of the cooperativity index confirms that this is
more localized path than the previous vacancy mechan
The barriers for this migration pathway are of the same or
as for the interstitial pathways described above. Howe
the activation energy is significantly lower (Eact

v 54.623 eV!
than that predicted for interstitial pathways@Eact

i 56.507 eV
~translation! or 6.142 eV~rotation!# due to the low vacancy
formation energy. These results are in broad agreement
experimental estimates ofEact that lie in the range 4–6 eV.

From our results, we would expect vacancy diffusion
dominate at low temperature and interstitials to have m
impact at high temperature. This prediction is consistent w
a
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recent work by Tanget al.,53 whose predicted crossover tem
perature is in good agreement with the experimental estim
of 1050 °C. However, they obtained the migration energy
vacancies, shown in Table VI, by an Arrhenius interpolati
of the diffusivity data collected in molecular-dynamics~MD!
simulations that cannot explicitly describe the mechanism

We found that a variety of pathways have been sugge
for the diffusion of defects in previous studies, with a wid
range of predicted activation energies, as shown in Table
No single pathway was favored in a recent MD simulati
using anab initio pseudopotential approach.8 Migration was
found to occur by excitation of a single atom, which cou
then travel significant distances through the open diam
structure, before being recaptured.8 An ab initio investigation
into electron-assisted transport mechanisms found
electron-assisted migration occurred through the tetrahed
hexagonal-tetrahedral path.5 This path involves charged Si21

species and uncharged interstitial atoms, and therefore
have not included it in our table. A further drawback of th
study is that the periodic cell contained only 16 atoms, wh
in the light of subsequentab initio investigations is probably
too few. The same pathway has also been found with a 2
atom cell and a TB potential,54 but in this case the hexagona
interstitial configuration has not been characterized as
transition state. Instead, the activation energy, given in Ta
VI, is simply a combination of the formation energy for
tetrahedral interstitial and the difference between format
energies of the latter arrangement and a hexagonal inters
geometry. A similar approach was used to obtain the
cancy activation energy in the same study, which is a
shown in the table.

The activation energies of each of the pathways found
the second TB study53 included in Table VI are simply esti
mates from MD calculations. In this case, only one inters
tial pathway was elucidated by analysis of MD trajectorie
In this pathway, as in our calculations, a^110&-split intersti-
tial was seen to migrate to an adjacent site, but the res
from this TB-MD study indicate that this is a one-step pr
cess, via a tetrahedral interstitial.

The DFT/LDA calculation,6 which predicts an activation
energy of 6.5 eV for the migration of a tetrahedral interstit
to a bond-centered site, does not specify the number of at
used in the periodic cell. The transition state has not b
explicitly calculated in either this DFT calculation or th
previously mentioned TB-MD study. Similarly, the first o
the two mechanisms in Table VI calculated using the emp

TABLE VI. Defect migration pathways found in previous stud
ies. Energies are all in eV.Em is the migration energy andEact is
the activation energy, which includes the defect formation ene
The potential is indicated along with the appropriate reference.

Pathway Em Eact Potential

T→H→T 1.0 5.0 TB~Ref. 54!
^110&→T→^110& 1.37 5.1 TB~Ref. 53!
^110&→B→^110& 0.65 5.3 SW~Ref. 11!
Ext→^110& 1.62 5.5 SW~Ref. 11!
Tetrahedral→ Bond 6.5 DFT~Ref. 6!
Vacancy→ Vacancy 0.3 3.5 TB~Ref. 54!
Vacancy→ Vacancy 0.1 4.2 TB~Ref. 53!
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cal SW potential and the discretized path method conn
two ^110&-split interstitials via an index two saddle point.11

A true transition state was not located for this pathway. T
result is inconsistent with the Murrell-Laidler theorem30

which states that if two minima are connected by a saddl
index two or more then they are linked by one or mo
saddles of index one with lower energies. The second p
found in the same study, links an extended interstitial vi
true transition state to â110&-split interstitial.

C. Eigenvector-following results

Our searches for defect minima and transition states u
numerical second derivatives, full diagonalization and
smaller supercell, were in good agreement with our findin
using the hybrid methods. Minimization of all the startin
configurations led to the lowest-energy^110&-split interstitial
minima that we had found before, except for the sea
started from thê100&-split interstitial or dumbell configura
tion. In the latter case, the minimum located was theA-type
split interstitial in a^10 3 3& direction. No new pathways o
transition states were obtained.

VII. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the CG
approach, which eliminates the need for a Hessian, by u
it to find transition states and pathways with a periodic
percell containing 216 atoms and a TB potential for silico

The results from previous calculations on silicon defe
indicate that thê 110&-split interstitial is involved in low-
energy pathways and are in reasonable agreement with
predicted activation energies. Our results highlight the
verse range of defects and pathways that may exist and
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need for a systematic approach to identifying pathways w
out any geometrical constraints. We have also investiga
the dependence of migration energies, and to a lesser e
the formation energies, on the size of the supercell.

We have found that for the M&S97 TB potential the
lowest-energy interstitial minimum is â110&-split intersti-
tial, consistent with previous calculations,8,45,53 and that in-
terstitials at tetrahedral sites or large extended arrangem
are unfavorable. Our results indicate that the pathway w
the lowest total activation energy is for vacancy migratio
due to the low formation energy of this defect. We predic
two-step pathway for migration of̂110&-split interstitials
through the crystal by a combination of translational a
rotational motions, mediated by true transition states rat
than higher index saddle points. The relative activation en
gies for the migration of interstitial and vacancy defects s
gest that vacancy diffusion will dominate at low temper
tures and interstitial atom diffusion by the two-step pathw
will occur at higher temperatures. These predictions are
course, all dependent upon the quality of the TB poten
that we have employed.

We have also run calculations to study the recombinat
of interstitial atoms with vacancies at first-, second- a
third-nearest-neighbor positions. Each of the pathw
shows the rotation of a split interstitial arrangement abou
vacancy. However, calculations have only been comple
on defect configurations using a 64-atom cell. Further w
using a larger supercell is in progress to confirm the valid
of these results.
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